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Abstract: Sometime research doesn’t have to have an application. Sometimes it’s enough to make something that just 
looks cool. For example, consider the series of colossal chemical wagon wheels prepared in 2020.1 Another example is 
infinitene: a fuzzed polycycle in the shape of the eponymous symbol.2 Our work gets laughed out of Nature even when it 
has applications, so we thought we’d try something visually pleasing instead.  
 
Maurits Cornelius Escher was a 20th century Dutch artist. He is 
renowned for his mind-bending prints and paintings of peculiar 
perspectives and tricks of perception. These works are well 
worth a google, not least because we can’t afford to reproduce 
them here. Less well remembered, though no less impressive, 
was Escher’s victory in the 1970 World’s Greatest Eyebrows 
competition in which he narrowly defeated a young John 
Howard (figure 1).   
 

Figure 1: Escher with his art (left) and his eyebrows (right). Image credit 
Pedro Ribeiro Simões CC BY-SA 2.0 via Wikimedia Commons.  
 
Escher explored symmetry, tessellations and impossible objects 
like Penrose stairs and impossible waterfalls (figure 2). His work 
was gained popularity after his death, and has inspired books, 
art and architecture. For example, the front steps of the West 
Failure physics building were inspired by Escher’s lithograph 
“Relativity.” Nobody can figure out how to climb them, but 
because it’s the physics building, nobody wants to: an example 
of Paoli’s Exclusion Paradox.  

 
Figure 2: Penrose stairs and an impossible waterfall: motifs featuring in 
the works of Escher.  
 
During his life, Escher corresponded with several 
mathematicians and a crystallographer on topics such as 

tessellation. This year, information has come to light that Escher 
branched out into other subjects too. A cache of documents, 
sketches and scribbles were found down the back of Escher’s 
couch late in 2021 containing a trove of never-before-seen 
creations. Most prominent among them was a collection of hip-
hop lyrics for use by the artist’s alter ego: MC Escher. These 
works are completely incomprehensible and not just because 
they’re in Dutch. 

Of less interest to the general public were a series of recipes 
(such as one for an “inside-out cake”) and a page of molecular 
structures. It appears that Escher had corresponded with noted 
Dutch chemist Heime Hjookvanjuvahenger on the subject of 
geometrically impossible molecules (figure 3).  
  

Figure 3: The lost molecules of M.C. Escher.    
 
The cycloescalanes 1 and 2 appear to be chemical renditions of 
Penrose stairs, with each fused ring lying above its neighbour. 
Unsurprisingly, Fustian.exe crashes when one attempts to 
optimise the geometry of a cycloescalane. Mobius sulphate 3 is 
a tightly coiled Mobius strip, with a calculated ring-strain energy 
measured in tonnes of TNT/mol. For obvious reasons, no 
syntheses of these molecules have been attempted. The last 
two structures are more interesting. Fractaldehyde 4 formally 
bears the catchy IOUPAC name 
“cyclooctatetracontanecarboxaldehyde”. It is a C48 cycloalkane 
with an aldehyde tacked on to make the name work. Most 
intriguing is a series of molecules entitled “impossepoxides” 
which appear to feature a delocalised oxygen above and below 
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the plane of the fused ring. As a tribute to the great man, we 
decided to attempt syntheses of fractaldehyde and an 
impossepoxide.  

Beginning with fractaldehyde, we envisaged that an iterative 
series of radical ring-expansions from cyclopropane 6 could 
deliver the C48 core (8), with the aldehyde to be installed via a 
late-stage Garfunkel Carbunkelation. This did not work well. A 
low isolated yield of cyclododecane 7 was obtained and traces 
of the C48, C192 and C768 were detected by mass spectrometry. 
These findings were indicative of runaway ring expansion 
(scheme 1).  
 

Scheme 1: Non-viable route to C48 core of fractaldehyde.  
 
Returning to the drawing board (pun intended), we decided to 
circumvent the aforementioned selectivity issues by switching 
from a Csp3–Csp3 to a Csp2–Csp2 cleavage in the crucial step. 
Polyene 9 was subjected to an intramolecular cyanocuprate 
addition with Pt0 added to induce a template effect. Even with 
50 mol% Pt, it was necessary to conduct a gram-scale reaction 
in an entire bathtub of DMF to supress the competing 
intermolecular reaction. The product (11) is initially present as 
a Pt0 complex (10) which decomposes upon exposure to air, 
moisture, light, heat, sound and thought. This decomposition 
releases the desired hexaene 11, so for once, it’s not actually a 
bad thing. Despite its 12 p electrons, 11 is not antiaromatic. It 
just has some lingering concerns about the long-term 
consequents of electron collectivisation on the atom economy.  

With hexaene 11 in hand, we sought conditions to expand the 
ring by adding C3 fragments into each C=C bond. Several 
methodologies were tried before we settled on conditions 
reported by Cluck and Grunt in 1987.3 Blood, sweat and tears 
were ineffective solvents, as well as being unhygienic and 
difficult to remove. Frankly, we have no idea why reviewer 2 
suggested them. The more conventional solvent pentane 
delivered PMS-protected alcohol 12 in e% yield. Finally, the PMS 
group was cleaved with ethanolic theobromine and the 
resultant alcohol was oxidised with Dead-Marten Periodinane 
to give fractaldehyde 4 in 0.006% overall yield (scheme 2). Care 
is needed to prevent the overoxidation of 4 to fractious acid.  
 

Scheme 2: Synthesis of fractaldehyde.   
 

We turned our attention to Escher’s impossepoxide 5. 
Computational studies of 5 indicated that the conventional cis-
epoxide is 4000 kcal/mol more stable than the trans isomer, 
with a barrier to interconversion of 1.414 x 10-7 kcal/mol. When 
translated from computer-speak, this meant we had fuck-all 
chance of isolating 5. We theorised that a kinetically stable 
impossepoxide could only exist if sufficient steric bulk was 
present. If placed appropriately, such bulk should bias the 
formation of an impossepoxide.  

To this end, we prepared 1,2-ditertbutylcyclohexene 13 as an 
epoxidation substrate. Vicinal tert-butyl groups were calculated 
to provide sufficient steric revulsion to favour a trans epoxide.  
Unfortunately, they also served to make the epoxidation of 13 
colossally unfavourable. Conventional epoxidants were 
ineffective, as were unconventional reagents like triacetone 
triperoxide and peroxymoronic acid (scheme 3).  

Scheme 3: Preparation of an Escher-type impossepoxide.  
 
The only reagent capable of epoxidizing 13 was Boris Lotzovox’s 
eponymous abomination. This molecule has the alarming 
formula C4N2O14 and the temperament of geriatric wolverine. 
For reasons that should be obvious, it is prepared in-situ from 
cyanide and singlet oxygen. Reactions involving Lotzovox’s 
creation should be formed with adequate shielding. This can be 
accomplished by placing the reaction inside an old washing 
machine, a toilet or a pumpkin. The term “effervescence” 
doesn’t do the reaction justice. One should instead imagine 
sonicating a freshly shaken bottle of champagne. Undeterred, 
we scraped the crude product off the roof and subjected it to 
perverse-phase chromatography on golf balls.4 We were thus 
able to obtain a small sample of impossepoxide 14.  

As expected, the two bulky tert-butyl groups occupy opposite 
faces of the ring, which twists significantly to accommodate 
them. Because of this twist, the epoxide oxygen lies above one 
carbon and below the other, relative to the plane of the ring. 
This geometry technically satisfies Escher’s sketch, even if we 
had to bend the rules a bit.  

Conclusion 
We are no closer to curing cancer but have made some cool 
molecules.  
 
Experimental data, spectra and reaction conditions are 
available from www.onlyfans.com/schlonkitup.  
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